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The ‘problem’
•

Burgeoning field of cognitive neuroscience, international interest in implications for

education
•

A cognitive psychology model of learning as working memory- long term memory is in
English policy documents: Early Career Framework (DfE 2019a); Core Content Framework
for ITE (DfE 2019b) and is unfamiliar to many ITE tutors.

•

Concerns that new CCF for ITE takes a partial view of cognitive neuroscience research,
need for more nuanced view (e.g. Turvey et al 2019) BERA blog)

•

Wider concerns about scientific frameworks being applied to education: learning
conceptualised as acquisition not participation; ‘Evidence Informed Practice’ positions
teachers as recipients of technical knowledge; professional action by teachers requires
contextual value-based judgements (e.g. Biesta 2007; Hordern 2018, 2019)

Our response
• Locate cognitive psychology within the broader ‘Science of
Learning’, and the even broader ‘Learning Sciences’ and
reference to existing educational ideas.
• Develop open-access material that supports a ‘compliant yet
critical’ approach to ITE curriculum development.
• Embrace the possibilities of new lenses on learning.

Locate cognitive psychology within the broader
‘Science of Learning’, and the even broader ‘Learning
Sciences’.
Science of Learning (SoL) – educational neuroscience and psychology
The Learning Sciences
• Interdisciplinary: education, cognitive psychology, neuroscience, linguistics,
artificial intelligence, computer and information science, anthropology
• Broad conception of learning
• Empirical, ‘real world’ design-based research, integrating research and
practice

The ‘New Science’ of Education
• characterised by RCTs and systematic reviews
Furlong & Whitty (2017)

Value of Multidisciplinary project team
McMahon and Etchells (2018)

Emma Arblaster - PGCE tutor English, SEN
Emma Asprey - PGCE tutor ICT
Pat Black - Head of ITE
Pete Etchells - Biological psychology
Alison Lee - Clinical social neuropsychology
Kate Humphreys - Educational neuroscience
Lisa Howarth, PGCE tutor - Educational neuroscience
Darren McKay PGCE tutor - science, professional studies
Kendra McMahon - Science education
Lynn Salter - PGCE tutor Maths

Collaboration with Paul Howard-Jones & Annette Garrett-Cox, University of Bristol

Develop open-access material that supports a
‘compliant yet critical’ approach to ITE curriculum
development.
Cognitive psychologist Willingham (2017:70): ‘Practitioners need one theory’
“Ideally, prospective teachers would learn a single theory that captures all empirical
generalizations,...This claim obviously invites the question “Which theory?”

“Providers should ensure their curricula encompass the full entitlement described in
the ITT Core Content Framework, as well as integrating additional analysis and
critique of theory, research and expert practice as they deem appropriate.” (DfE
2019: 4)

Some ITE tutor views
‘..it seems that there is a bigger body of research where we are learning what we can
find out about learning from that kind of research.’
‘Its a bit of a non-negotiable - its in the core content framework so we have to do it
and we have to do it properly.’
‘...if I had an issue with that, [] is that it is compartmentalising this framework of
learning into a scientific domain.’
‘Anything that’s new, that could impact on education, needs to be interrogated’
‘I see the ideas as a way of weaving, making meaning, with the content we are
already delivering.’

Interactive - word cloud
Please give a word or short phrase that expresses your
thoughts about the learning sciences in ITE.

https://www.bathspa.ac.uk/learning-sciences

McMahon, Yeh and Etchells (2019)

https://www.bathspa.ac.uk/
learning-sciences

open-access material to support ITE tutors
Unpacking and expanding on the ITE Core Content Framework
especially section 2 How pupils learn e.g.
CCF 2.8 Requiring pupils to retrieve information from memory, and spacing
practice so that pupils revisit ideas after a gap are also likely to strengthen recall.
Explain the cog psychology underpinning this and connect with the ‘how to’
• Observing how expert colleagues plan regular review and practice of key ideas
and concepts over time (e.g. through carefully planned use of structured talk
activities) and deconstructing this approach.
Expand - evaluate the cog psych evidence, the neuroscience perspective and
locate in relation to educational ideas and research.

‘Know that’ Statement from ITE Core

Content Framework

Example page
from guidance
being developed

Explanation within CCF terms of
reference (connect with
practice ‘know how’ CCF
statement)
External links such as video clips
to develop the explanation

‘Going further’

Includes different perspectives
within the Science of Learning
and the Learning Sciences

Possibilities across the curriculum
Maths possibilities:
Cognitive load theory, worked examples, Elaboration (connections) & a relational
view of knowledge, maths and emotions (maths anxiety), finger gnosis
Science possibilities
elicitation and memory formation - connecting to existing ideas, brain within the
whole body, embodiment - why hands-on matters

Any Comments or Questions?

Existing resources can be found at
https://www.bathspa.ac.uk/learning-sciences
For new resources - preview in exchange for feedback - please email me
k.mcmahon@bathspa.ac.uk
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